Treadmill Interface for Virtual Reality vs. Overground Walking: A Comparison of Gait in Individuals with and without Pain.
A treadmill (TR) interfaced with a virtual reality (VR) system can provide an engaging environment that could improve activity adherence and walking function for individuals with pain. Furthermore, inclusion of discrete visual and auditory cues into the VR environment (e.g. manipulation of optic flow speed or audio beat frequency) could improve walking. This study compared gait characteristics (speed and cadence) of a baseline over ground walk (OVR) with a TR walk as part of a project to develop gait referenced visual and auditory frequency cues. Thirty-six participants aged between 22 and 80 years, with pain (n=19) and without pain (n=17) took part. A 2 x 2 MANOVA conducted on the speed and cadence for all participants showed a significant difference between pain and control groups for speed (F<inf>1,34</inf>=9.56, p<0.01) and cadence (F<inf>1,34</inf>=5.75, p<0.05), as well as a significant decrease from overground to treadmill conditions for both speed (F<inf>1,34</inf>=81.39, p<0.01) and cadence (F<inf>1,34</inf>=25.46, p<0.01). Differences between OVR and TR walking indicate that visual or auditory cues for VR walk training should be referenced according to TR baseline measures.